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ABSTRACT
Several observations suggest that the Solar system has been located in a region affected by
massive stellar feedback for at least a few Myr; these include detection of live 60Fe in deep-sea
archives and Antarctic snow, the broad angular distribution of 26Al around the Galactic plane
seen in all-sky γ-ray maps, and the all-sky soft X-ray background. However, our position inside
the Galactic disc makes it difficult to fully characterise this environment, and our limited time
baseline provides no information about its formation history or relation to large-scale Galactic
dynamics. We explore these questions by using an N-body+hydrodynamics simulation of a
Milky-Way-like galaxy to identify stars on Sun-like orbits whose environments would produce
conditions consistent with those we observe. We find that such stars are uncommon but not
exceptionally rare. These stars are found predominantly near the edges of spiral arms, and lie
inside kpc-scale bubbles that are created by multiple generations of star formation in the arm.
We investigate the stars’ trajectories and find that the duration of the stay in the bubble ranges
from 20Myr to 90 Myr. The duration is governed by the crossing time of stars across the spiral
arm. This is generally shorter than the bubble lifetime, which is∼ 100 Myr as a result of the
continuous gas supply provided by the arm environment.
Key words: Galaxy: general – stars: massive – ISM: bubbles – Earth – gamma-rays: ISM –
X-rays: ISM
1 INTRODUCTION
The Solar system is embedded in a low-density, warm, and partially
ionised interstellar medium (ISM). The local ISM is dominated by
the large cavity known as the Local Hot Bubble (LHB), whose exis-
tence was first suggested by extinction mapping, which showed that
stars within ∼ 100 pc of the Sun experience negligible reddening
(see the review by Frisch et al. 2011, and references therein), imply-
ing very low local dust densities. Further evidence for a low-density
cavity has come from all-sky soft X-ray surveys, which reveal a sig-
nificant high-latitude background at ∼ 1/4 keV (e.g. Snowden et al.
1995; Liu et al. 2017). The most likely explanation for this excess
is the presence of a bubble of hot, low-density, ionised gas around
or close to the Solar system, formed by stellar winds or supernovae
(SNe) from nearby massive stars.
Detections of live 60Fe in deep-sea archives, lunar egolith, and
Antarctic snow provide a completely independent line of evidence
that SNe occurred within ∼ 100 pc of the Earth within the last few
? E-mail: yfujimoto@carnegiescience.edu
Myr. 60Fe is a radioactive element whose half-life is 2.6 Myr. It
is synthesized in the late stages of massive stellar evolution and
then ejected into the ISM by SNe (e.g. Lugaro et al. 2018). The
first discovery of 60Fe was in ferro-manganese (Fe-Mn) crust from
the South Pacific (Knie et al. 1999), and a distinct signal in 60Fe
abundance a few Myr ago was confirmed by many other deep-
sea archives of Fe-Mn crusts, sediments and nodules taken from
all major oceans (Knie et al. 2004; Fitoussi et al. 2008; Wallner
et al. 2016; Ludwig et al. 2016). Lunar regolith samples from the
Apollo missions also show the presence of an excess of 60Fe on the
surface of the moon (Fimiani et al. 2016). A direct detection of 60Fe
nuclei in Galactic cosmic rays also supports a recent near-Earth SN
within a few Myr (Binns et al. 2016). The ScorpiusâĂŞCentaurus
OB association and the Tucana-Horologium OB association have
been suggested as a possible source of the 60Fe-producing SNe
(Breitschwerdt et al. 2016; Schulreich et al. 2017; Hyde & Pecaut
2018). Moreover, a detection of 60Fe in Antarctic snow shows that
delivery of this isotope was not limited to a single event in the
geologic past. Explaining the Antarctic snow requires a 60Fe flux
onto Earth over the last 20 yr, indicating that the Solar system is
© 2020 The Authors
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currently traversing an 60Fe-rich ISM contaminated by one or more
SNe that occurred within the last few Myr (Koll et al. 2019, 2020).
A third line of evidence for the influence of nearby massive
stellar feedback comes from the distribution of 26Al seen in all-
sky γ-ray maps. 26Al is another radioactive element, with a half-
life of 0.7 Myr, that is injected into the ISM either by SNe or
by the stellar winds that precede the explosion (e.g. Lugaro et al.
2018). Interstellar 26Al has been observed with the 1809 keV γ-
ray emission line, which traces downward nuclear transitions in the
excited 26Mgnuclei left behindwhen 26Al decays. TheGalactic sky-
map of 26Al shows a broad distribution; 26Al extends to Galactic
latitude b > 5◦ (Plüschke et al. 2001; Bouchet et al. 2015), while
molecular gas (e.g. Dame et al. 2001; Umemoto et al. 2017) and
young, massive stars (e.g. Bobylev & Bajkova 2016; Anderson et al.
2019; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2020) are confined to b < 2◦. While
some authors have suggested that the large angular scale height
of 26Al reflects the true Galactic distribution (Pleintinger et al.
2019; Wang et al. 2020), Fujimoto et al. (2020) show that a more
plausible scenario is that the 26Al signal off the plane is the product
of foreground emission from the 26Al produced by a recent nearby
SNe.
These observations characterise the instantaneous properties
of the local ISM, but tell us little about how environments such
environments form or evolve over time, or how they are related to
galactic-scale gas and stellar dynamics. Due to the long timescales
involved, such questions can be addressed only through numerical
simulations. In this paper, we attempt to deduce the nature of the
Sun’s interstellar environment based on the combination of astro-
physical soft X-ray and 26Al data, and terrestrial 60Fe data. To the
end, we use the N-body+hydrodynamics simulation of a Milky-
Way-like galaxy model of Fujimoto et al. (2020). This model has
enough resolution and physics to track the bubbles of hot gas and
short-lived radioisotopes produced by individual supernovae, and
includes a live disc of older stars such as the Sun. The simulation
therefore allows us to construct realistic estimates of the distribution
of 60Fe, 26Al, and X-ray sky background that would be seen from
a large sample of Sun-like stars. We use this capability to investi-
gate the formation and evolution of the environments of stars whose
properties are consistent with the observational constraints we have
for the present-day environment of the Sun.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
summarise our numerical model of a Milky-Way-like galaxy. In
Section 3, first we select Sun-like motion stars that meet the three
observational constraints: 60Fe flux onto the Earth, 26Al scale lat-
itude observed in γ-ray sky-maps, and the mean flux of diffuse
soft X-ray emission. Next we discuss the location of the stars in
the Galactic disc and the time evolution of the local interstellar
environment. In Section 4, we summarise our findings.
2 METHODS
We carry out this project using the N-body+hydrodynamics sim-
ulation of a Milky-Way-like galaxy described in Fujimoto et al.
(2020). We refer readers to that paper for full details of the numeri-
cal method, and here simply summarise the most important aspects
of the simulation. In this paper, we use the result at t = 650 Myr.
The dark matter and stars are represented by collisionless par-
ticles in the galaxy model with Nhalo = 107 dark matter halo par-
ticles, Ndisc = 107 stellar disc particles, and Nbulge = 1.25 × 106
stellar bulge particles. All particles in each population have uni-
form masses: mhalo = 1.254 × 105 M for the halo population
and mdisc = mbulge = 3.437 × 103 M for the disc and bulge
populations. The initial gas distributions on the grid structure are
initialized following an analytic exponential density profile. The
mass distribution of all the four components (halo, disc, bulge and
gas) sets an initial rotation curve of the gas disc with circular veloc-
ity Vc,gas(R = 8 kpc) = 237 km s−1, consistent with observations
(e.g. Reid et al. 2019). We set the initial abundances of 60Fe and
26Al to 10−12 throughout the simulation box, though this choice has
no practical effect since the initial abundances decay rapidly.
Our simulation follows the evolution of N-body particles and
hydrodynamic gas using the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code
Enzo (Bryan et al. 2014). We treat 60Fe and 26Al as passive scalars
that are transported with the gas, and that decay with half-lives of
t1/2 = 2.62Myr for 60Fe and t1/2 = 0.72Myr for 26Al (Rugel et al.
2009; Norris et al. 1983).
The galaxy is modelled in a 3D simulation box of
(1.31072 Mpc)3. The root grid is 643 cells, on top of which we
impose another 5 levels of statically refined regions. As a result, the
galactic disc is enclosed within a (40.96 kpc)3 box with cells 640 pc
in size. In addition to the static refinement, we impose an additional
5 levels of adaptive refinement, producing a minimum cell size of
∆x = 20 pc.
We include stochastic star formation and stellar feedback from
photoionization, SNe and stellar winds, as well as chemical injec-
tions of 60Fe and 26Al from them using the mass-dependent yield
table of Sukhbold et al. (2016).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Selection of stars that meet observational constraints
Our first step in analysing the simulation is to select stars on Sun-
like orbits, since we might reasonably expect the distribution of
60Fe, 26Al, and X-ray emitting hot gas around stars to depend on
their position in the Galactic disc. We select our sample based on
three criteria: Galactocentric distances between 8.1 kpc < R < 8.3
kpc, offsets from the mid-plane of the Galactic disc between 20 pc
< |z | < 30 pc, and vertical velocities perpendicular to the Galactic
disc between 6.5 km s−1 < |vz | < 7.5 km s−1 (Bland-Hawthorn &
Gerhard 2016). The number of particles that meet these criteria is
151. In the following sections, we investigate which of these stars
have observational indicators of their local interstellar environment
consistent with those of the Sun.
3.1.1 Constraint 1: 60Fe flux onto Earth
The first constraint to which we compare is the 60Fe flux into the
Solar system as recorded in deep-sea archives (Knie et al. 1999,
2004; Fitoussi et al. 2008; Wallner et al. 2016; Ludwig et al. 2016)
and Antarctic snow (Koll et al. 2019) on Earth’s surface, and in
lunar regolith on Moon’s surface (Fimiani et al. 2016). Table II of
Koll et al. (2019) summarizes the 60Fe fluxes inferred from a variety
of samples; the data show a range of values roughly between 10−1
and 102 atoms cm−2 yr−1.
To compare with the observations, we calculate the 60Fe flux
for each sample star in the simulation. We define the 60Fe flux F ,
as
F = f
4
ρ60Fe |v60Fe − vstar |
Amu
, (1)
where ρ60Fe is the 60Fe density in the cell that hosts the star, v60Fe is
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Figure 1. Normalised cumulative distribution functions of 60Fe flux (left), 26Al scale latitude (centre), and X-ray flux (right), for sample stars in the simulation.
The observed ranges are shown in grey.
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Figure 2. Scatter plots for 60Fe flux vs. 26Al scale latitude (left), 26Al scale latitude vs. X-ray flux (centre), and X-ray flux vs. 60Fe flux (right), for sample stars
in the simulation. The observational ranges are shown in grey.
the velocity of the cell, vstar is the star particle’s velocity, A = 60 is
the mass number of 60Fe, andmu is the atomic mass unit. The factor
of 1/4 comes from relating Earth’s cross section (piR2⊕) to its surface
area (4piR2⊕). The survival fraction f is the fraction of 60Fe atoms
that are condensed into solid grains that reach the Earth’s surface
after overcoming a variety of filtering processes due to themagnetic,
gravitational and radiative influences of the Sun and the Earth. We
adopt a value of f ' 0.01 from Fry et al. (2015, also see Fry et al.
2016), who consider dust condensation at departure from source,
dust destruction through SN remnants, and the filtering effects of
passage through the heliosphere and solar radiation pressure.1
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the 60Fe flux for our 151 Sun-like sample stars.
We see that stars that have 60Fe fluxes within the observed range are
located at the high-end tail of the CDF. Quantitatively, 19 of 151
1 Note that our flux F is referred to as the surface fluence or global mean
fluence in Fry et al. (2015), and that our F does not include a factorU for
the uptake efficiency of the atoms into some particular material. Thus our
F represents the rate at which atoms arrive on the Earth’s surface, without
regard to their subsequent fate.
stars (12.6 per cent) have 60Fe fluxes in the range 10−1 − 102 atoms
cm−2 s−1 favoured by the observations.
3.1.2 Constraint 2: 26Al scale latitude
The second constraint is a broad distribution of 26Al extended to
a high latitude of 5◦ < b < 20◦ observed in the γ-ray sky-map of
26Al (Plüschke et al. 2001; Bouchet et al. 2015). To compare with
the observation, we construct a synthetic 26Al emission map of the
sky as it would be seen from each sample star, and we calculate the
scale latitude of 26Al,
b0 =
∫ 90◦
0◦
∫ 180◦
−180◦ |b| dMdΩ (`, |b|)d`d|b|∫ 90◦
0◦
∫ 180◦
−180◦
dM
dΩ (`, |b|)d`d|b|
, (2)
where ` and b are the longitude and latitude in Galactic coordinates
as seen from a particular star, and dM/dΩ(`, |b|) is the 26Al mass
per unit solid angle on the sky as viewed from the star.
The central panel of Fig. 1 shows the CDF of the 26Al scale
latitude. As seen in the case of 60Fe flux, stars with scale latitudes
as large as the one we observe on Earth are located at the high-end
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2020)
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tail of the CDF, though not quite as far to the high end as was the
case for the 60Fe flux. Quantitatively, 22 out of our 151 sample stars
(14.6 percent) have 5◦ < b < 20◦.
3.1.3 Constraint 3: soft X-ray flux
Our third constraint is the mean flux of diffuse soft X-ray emission
(1/4 keV) averaged over the whole sky. We compute this flux from
the published ROSAT/XRT all-sky map of Snowden et al. (1995),
masking out the region −30◦ < b < 30◦ because regions near the
midplane may be affected by absorption. Considering the 84-cm
diameter aperture of ROSAT/XRT and assuming that 40 per cent
of the observed emission arises from solar-wind charge-exchange
rather than from the ISM (Galeazzi et al. 2014), we arrive at a
total mean flux of 6 photons s−1 cm−2 from the ISM. We consider
a simulated star to be roughly consistent with this level of X-ray
background if it has a sky-averaged flux in the range 0.6 - 60 photons
s−1 cm−2, i.e., within a factor of 10 of the flux seen from Earth.
In order to determine which of our simulated stars would ex-
perience this level of X-ray background, we construct a synthetic
X-ray emission map for each sample star. We generate these maps
by assigning an emissivity to each cell based on its density and
temperature, using tabulated emissivities computed from Cloudy
(Ferland et al. 2013), as implemented in yt (Turk et al. 2011). We
then integrate the emission over angle to produce X-ray sky maps,
and derive the mean flux from these maps using the same procedure
that we apply to the observed map.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the CDF of the X-ray flux.
Again, stars that fall within our target X-ray background flux range
are located at the high-end tail of the CDF. The number is 23 out of
151 total sample stars, and corresponding to a fraction of 15.2 per
cent.
3.1.4 Correlations among constraints
We have shown that stars that match the background of 60Fe, 26Al,
and soft X-ray emission seen from Earth are not typical, but instead
lie in the top≈ 15% of the CDFs for stars in Sun-like orbits. The next
question to consider is how these observational constraints relate to
each other; if they are uncorrelated, the odds for any given star to
meet all three conditions would be only 12.6%× 14.6%× 15.2% =
0.28%, and we would expect to find none in our sample of 151
stars in Sun-like orbits. Fig. 2 shows scatter plots among 60Fe flux,
26Al scale latitude, and X-ray flux, and demonstrates that this is not
the case. Even though the three constraints come from completely
different observations, there is a clear correlation between them. As
a result we find 3 stars that meet all three conditions, corresponding
to 2 per cent of the sample, which is one order of magnitude larger
than the 0.28 per cent we would expect if the three constraints were
uncorrelated.
3.2 The local interstellar environment
Wenow investigate the properties and evolutionary history ofGalac-
tic environments that simultaneously satisfy the three constraints we
have considered in the previous sections. Fig. 3 shows a face-on view
of the whole galactic disc and zoom-in images of distributions of
60Fe, 26Al, and X-ray emissivity, overlaid with the positions of stars
that meet the three conditions. It clearly shows that stars that match
the levels of SLRs and X-rays that we see from Earth are located
exclusively inside kpc-scale bubbles that lie along the Galactic spi-
ral arms, and are produced by massive stellar feedback. The bubble
sizes are comparable to the widths of the gaseous spiral arms and
one order of magnitude larger than the sizes of the individual giant
molecular clouds (GMCs). Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of the
three stars and environments that we have identified as matching our
observational constraints. In the figure, we show only the gas and
60Fe because 26Al and X-ray distributions are qualitatively similar
to the 60Fe.
Examining Fig. 4, we can identify a few common features in
all three cases. First, the bubbles of gas in which the sample stars are
located at 650 Myr (the time at which we select them) are relatively
long-lived – the bubbles present at 650 Myr are clearly identifiable
for many tens of Myr before and after this point, so that the overall
lifetime of the bubble is & 100 Myr; this is long compared to
the lifetime of any individual massive star, and is a result of a
continuous supply of gas to fuel new star formation that is provided
by the spiral arm. However, this does not mean that the sample star
remains within the bubble for this entire time. In all cases the stars
undergo epicyclic motion that is not identical to the motion of the
gas that fuels the ongoing star formation. In case B, the gas and
stellar motions are closely aligned, so that the star remains within
the bubble for ≈ 90Myr, almost as long as the lifetime of the bubble
itself. For C the duration of overlap is much shorter, with the star
essentially plunging through the spiral arm and bubble, requiring
only ≈ 20 Myr to transit. Case A is intermediate. We illustrate the
differences between these cases in Fig. 5, which shows the time
history of the 60Fe flux experienced by each star. Clearly a range
of exposure durations from ∼ 10 − 100Myr is possible, depending
primarily on the stellar orbit relative to the spiral arm.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Using an N-body+hydrodynamics simulation of a Milky-Way-like
galaxy, we have investigated the location of stars on Sun-like orbits
whose environments are consistent with three observational con-
straints seen from Earth: the 60Fe influx onto the Earth’s surface
detected in deep-sea archives and Antarctic snow, a broad distribu-
tion of 26Al observed in the γ-ray sky-maps, and the mean flux of
diffuse soft X-ray emission. We find that stars that meet all three
constraints are uncommon but not exceptionally rare; the number
is 3 out of 151 total sample stars in our simulation, corresponding
to a fraction of 2 per cent. Such stars are found predominantly in-
side kpc-scale bubbles of hot gas that are blown by feedback from
massive stars, which form on the spiral arms.
We look into the time evolution of the three stars and investigate
the formation and evolution of the local interstellar environment.We
find that the time for which stars reside in feedback-blown bubbles is
governed by the crossing time of stars across the spiral arm, which
is ∼ 10 − 100 Myr depending on the the stellar trajectory. On the
other hand, the residence time is insensitive to the lifetime of the
bubble itself: in all the cases we identify where a bubble gives rise
to an observed interstellar environment similar to that of the Sun,
the bubble of hot gas that is responsible has a lifetime of ≈ 100Myr
as a result of continuous fuelling of star formation by Galactic-scale
spiral flows. Both the bubble lifetime and the residence time of a
star within the bubble are much longer than the ∼ 10 Myr lifetime
of a single generation of massive stars; bubbles large enough to
produce observational signatures similar to the ones we observe in
the Solar System are the product of ongoing, multi-generational star
formation, not a single cluster or burst.
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Figure 3. A face-on galactic disc image of 60Fe (top left) and zoom-in images of 60Fe (top right), 26Al (bottom left) mass-weighted average densities, and
X-ray emissivity (bottom right), integrated over −250 < z < 250 pc at t = 650 Myr, overlaid with the gas surface density (contours). The grey dots show our
entire sample of stars on Sun-like orbits (8.1 kpc < R < 8.3 kpc, 20 pc < |z | < 30 pc, and 6.5 km s−1 < |vz | < 7.5 km s−1). The orange triangles show stars
that satisfy one of the three constraints, and the red star marks show stars that meet all three conditions. The black diamond shows the galactic centre, and the
galaxy rotates clockwise.
In the Milky Way, the residence time of the Sun in the Local
Arm (or Orion Arm) may be on the order of ∼ 60 Myr, considering
the Solar velocity of 16 km s−1 with respect to the Local Standard
of Rest (LSR) and the ∼ 1 kpc width of the Local Arm (Bland-
Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). This is uncertain because we do not
know the velocity of the LocalArm, but it is in reasonable agreement
with our simulation. Although the γ-ray andX-ray observations give
us only instantaneous properties of the local ISM, 60Fe in deep-sea
archives and Antarctic snow should provide information about the
Earth’s history of exposure to 60Fe over long timescales. Currently,
at most 10 Myr of the history of 60Fe influx has been investigated
(e.g. Wallner et al. 2016), but studies probing at least 20 Myr are
needed to confirm our results and to further understand the past and
future of the local interstellar environment.
We also caution that our simulation may underestimate the
residence times of stars in bubbles. In the simulation, the orbits of
stars deviate from simple epicyclic motion that is expected in the
smooth gravitational potential, and this deviation should be due to
gravitational interactions with stars and gas clouds. As is always the
case for N-body simulations of galaxies, our simulation contains far
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2020)
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Figure 4. Time evolution of stars and their local interstellar environments that meet all three conditions. Panels of A (top), B (middle), and C (bottom)
correspond to the three stars labelled A, B, and C in the top left panel of Fig. 3. The top rows show the mass weighted gas density, and the bottom rows show
the mass weighted 60Fe density. The red marks show the positions of the stars. The orange arcs indicate a Galactocentric radius of 8.2 kpc and the figures are
plotted in a frame that co-rotates with the Galactic rotation curve at r = 8.2 kpc. Movies are available with the online version of the journal.
fewer stars than the actual number present in our Galaxy, and hence
has a two-body relaxation timescale that is artificially small. As
a result, our simulation overestimates the strength of gravitational
scattering by the stellar components, which might artificially inflate
the deviations of star particle orbits from simple epicycles. If this
is the case, then in reality we expect to find slightly more stars that
remain in the armswhere conditions are favourable for accumulation
of 60Fe and 26Al.We do not expect this to be a large effect. However,
more accurate description of the actual orbits of stars and long-term
migration process requires technical improvement in our models
of the stellar components of the disc, which will be the subject of
future work.
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the 60Fe flux that each of the stars A, B, and
C shown in Figure 4 receives. The observed range for the Earth is shown in
grey.
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